Tips & Tricks

Cocking clamps for
square assemblies
The best way to ensure a square glue-up
of just about any kind of box is to
cut your joints accurately, work on a
dead-flat surface, and carefully center
the clamping pressure across the joint.
However, it’s not unusual to find that
you’re still a bit out of square. It’s time
to get cocky with your clamps: simply
shift them slightly in the direction
of bringing the clamp bars parallel
to the assembly’s longer diagonal.
Recheck for square by comparing
your diagonals again, and make any
adjustments until the diagonals match.
—Jean Devine, Santa Rosa, California
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Longer
diagonal

To bring assembly into square, cock clamps
slightly, as though bringing their bars into
parallel with the assembly’s longer diagonal.

Cleaner sanding for
a better finish
Use brush face
to remove dust
from sandpaper.

Use file card to remove
corns from paper.

Successfully smoothing a finish depends
on keeping your sandpaper clean by
frequently brushing or blowing it
off. Paper loaded with dust won’t cut
properly. Worse yet, some finishes—
particularly those that haven’t cured a
long time—can cause “corns,” tiny blobs
of partially cured finish that accumulate
on your sandpaper and can mar the
surface, defeating the very purpose of
sanding. To ward off these problems,
I keep the proper weapon at hand: a
file card and brush. This combination
tool, which is designed to clean files
and rasps, sports a soft-bristle brush on
one side and wire brush on the other.
I keep it in my free hand while using
the other hand to sand with paper
wrapped around a felt block. When
the paper loads up with dust, a quick
swipe or two with the brush does the
trick. I attack corns with the file card.
—Andy Rae, Asheville, North Carolina
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Drill press
chip collection
The area around my drill press sure gets
messy from the wood chips that I’m always
brushing off the table. I finally realized
that, rather than vacuuming the chips
from the floor afterward, it made more
sense to mount the vacuum’s floor sweep
attachment to the edge of the table with
a few screws. I leave it there permanently
since I don’t use the attachment for much
else, but you could hang it using keyhole
slots for easy removal if you like.
—Russ Svendsen, Olean, New York
Editor’s Note: To avoid the chance of losing the
chuck key, a bit, or some small part, try attaching
a piece of metal mesh over the sweep’s opening.
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Screw shop-vac floor
sweep attachment to
edge of drill press table.
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Quick track setup
for multiples
In my crowded, cramped shop, it can be diﬃcult
to rip long pieces from full-sized sheet goods using
the table saw. That’s when I turn to my track-guided
portable circular saw. Although this eliminates
the hassle of wrangling work onto the table saw, I
don’t have the convenience of using its rip fence
for quickly sawing multiple pieces to the same
precise width. When faced with sawing a bunch of
identical cabinet sides recently, I cobbled up a pair
of T-shaped spacers that allow for quick, accurate,
repetitive track setup. Registered against the edge
of the stock, the spacers ensure that the track is
parallel to the edge, and that all resulting cuts are
the same width. The spacers are simple to make; just
ensure that their length includes the width of the
saw kerf and that they’re wide enough to provide a
solid, reliable reference when setting the track. ■
—Joe Hurst, senior editor

Spacer length=
Desired cut width+
Saw kerf width.

Register T-shaped spacers against
edge of panel to set up saw track for
cutting multiples of same width.

Share a Slick Tip. Win Cash or a Prize!
Here’s your chance to help
someone become a better
woodworker and get rewarded
for the effort. The winner of
next issue’s Top Tip award
will receive a Woodcraft
Gift Card worth $250. All
others will receive $125
for a published illustrated
tip, or $75 for a non-illustrated tip. Published tips
become the property of Woodcraft Magazine.
Send your ideas to:
Tips & Tricks, Woodcraft Magazine,
P.O. Box 7020, Parkersburg, WV 26102-7020
-orvisit woodcraftmagazine.com, and click on “Contact”.
Important: Please include your phone number, as an editor
may need to call you if your trick is considered for publication.
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